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Artificial kagome lattices of Shockley surface
states patterned by halogen hydrogen-
bonded organic frameworks

Ruoting Yin1,4, Xiang Zhu1,4, Qiang Fu 1,2, Tianyi Hu 1, Lingyun Wan1,
Yingying Wu1, Yifan Liang1, Zhengya Wang1, Zhen-Lin Qiu3, Yuan-Zhi Tan 3,
Chuanxu Ma 1,2 , Shijing Tan 1,2, Wei Hu 1,2, Bin Li1,2, Z. F. Wang 1,2,
Jinlong Yang 1,2 & Bing Wang 1,2

Artificial electronic kagome lattices may emerge from electronic potential
landscapes using customized structures with exotic supersymmetries, ben-
efiting from the confinement of Shockley surface-state electrons on coinage
metals, which offers a flexible approach to realizing intriguing quantum
phases of matter that are highly desired but scarce in available kagome
materials. Here, we devise a general strategy to construct varieties of elec-
tronic kagome lattices by utilizing the on-surface synthesis of halogen
hydrogen-bonded organic frameworks (XHOFs). As a proof of concept, we
demonstrate three XHOFs on Ag(111) and Au(111) surfaces, which corre-
spondingly deliver regular, breathing, and chiral breathing diatomic-kagome
lattices with patterned potential landscapes, showing evident topological
edge states at the interfaces. The combination of scanning tunnelling
microscopy and noncontact atomic force microscopy, complemented by
density functional theory and tight-binding calculations, directly sub-
stantiates our method as a reliable and effective way to achieve electronic
kagome lattices for engineering quantum states.

Electronic lattices provide a tunable playground to harness quasi-
particles for realizing designer topological states and correlated pha-
ses of quantum matter1–4, such as the kagome lattice5, which can
produce interaction-driven fractional quantum Hall states6, charge
ordering7,8, and topological superconductivity9,10. These intriguing
properties are dictated by the specific electronic structures11–14 that
host both Dirac cones and flat bands (FBs) in the two-dimensional (2D)
kagome lattice, consisting of triangular and hexagonal motifs in a
network of corner-sharing triangles. Several kagome latticeswith slight
changes at the triangles can give rise to additional exotic quantum
phenomena, such as the emerging topological edge states15,16 andhigh-

order topological corner states17,18 in the breathing kagome lattice and
the presence of two FBs in the diatomic-kagome lattice consisting of
two atoms sitting on each kagome lattice site19,20. Although thousands
of compound crystals are known to have the kagome net in their
certain sublattices, only a few compounds havebeen identified to have
electronic properties corresponding to the kagome lattice9–12 and
breathing kagome lattice13,21,22. Theoretical calculations show that only
approximately 7% of the potential kagome compounds possess elec-
tronic properties related to the kagome sublattice because the com-
plicated interactions from the interlayer atoms can significantly alter
and even destroy the kagome electronic bands23. The 2D nature of
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desired kagome materials5 has stimulated the development of on-
surface chemistry and supramolecular self-assembly for the fabrica-
tion of kagome lattices in single layers of metal-organic frameworks
(MOFs)24,25, hydrogen-bond organic frameworks (HOFs)26–30, and
covalent organic frameworks (COFs)31,32. While those characterized
organic frameworks were imaged to show the structures of kagome
lattices, in only a few of them, the electronic properties were observed
with FB features but were far from the Fermi level (EF) by approxi-
mately 2 eV30–32. For practical applications, the fabrication of metallic
kagome materials with kagome bands near EF is highly desired and is
also a theoretical concern33.

Alternatively, 2D artificial electronic lattices, formed with struc-
tured surface potentials by precisely patterning nonmetal atoms or
molecules that function as repulsive potentials to govern hopping of
the confined Shockley surface-state electrons on coinagemetals34, can
deterministically deliver designer low-energy electronic and topolo-
gical properties near EF

1–3. For example, by the tip-assisted manipula-
tion of carbon monoxide molecules using a scanning tunneling
microscope (STM), graphene lattices35,36, Sierpiński triangles37, Lieb38,39

and kagome lattices40 were constructed, with customized electronic
structures and topology. By tackling more sophisticated supramole-
cular self-assembly protocols41,42, the bottom-up construction proce-
dure enables the scale-up ability and high tunability of the quantum
phases due to mesoscopic templating for quantum confinement and
quasiparticle scattering at well-defined interfaces, which has produced
many quantum-dot superlattices43–45. By further combining the well-
developed on-surface synthetic strategy, an electronic chiral kagome-
honeycomb lattice has recently been observed in the hexagonal cir-
cumcoronene superlattice with high yield and atomic precision46.
However, there is still a lack of a general strategy to realize varieties of
electronic kagome lattices with high geometric and topological tun-
ability in supramolecular framework-patterned metal surfaces.

Herein, we demonstrate a more general on-surface route to con-
structinghighly tunable artificial electronic kagome lattices on coinage

metal (111) surfaces (Fig. 1) by self-assembling (quasi)hexagonal
organic molecules or bottom-up synthesized carbon-based nanos-
tructures through halogen-coordinated hydrogen bonds, designed as
halogen hydrogen-bonded organic frameworks47 (XHOFs). As a proof
of concept, we fabricate three different XHOFs on Ag(111) and Au(111)
surfaces, of which the halogen–hydrogen bonding geometries are
characterized using STM and bond-resolved noncontact atomic force
microscopy (nc-AFM), complemented by density functional theory
(DFT) calculations. Emerging electronic kagome lattices, from regular
to breathing and chiral breathing diatomic-kagome lattices, are
unveiled by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements,
showing distinct FB energies in the range of 0.50–1.50 eV. The
experimentally observed charge ordering and topological edge states,
consistent with the DFT and cluster-model tight-binding (TB) calcula-
tions, confirm the feasibility of our design strategy for simulating
noteworthy quantum phenomena.

Results
Design strategy and on-surface synthesis of XHOFs
Our strategy for designing artificial electronic kagome lattices uses
(quasi)hexagonal organic building blocks that self-assemble into
XHOFs through halogen-based hydrogen bonds (Fig. 1a). This is
accomplished by the templating effect of the XHOFs on coinage
metals1–3, which can regulate the movement of the confined Shockley
surface-state electrons within the triangular empty regions sur-
rounded by halogen atoms and organic building blocks, as marked by
blue shadowing in Fig. 1a, to satisfy the conditions of emerging artifi-
cial kagome lattices. The phase cancellation in the kagome lattices
renders the kagome FBs and real-space localization, which reshapes
the dispersive band of the Shockley surface state (SS) in the coinage
metal surface to diverse kagome bands (Fig. 1b).

Different fromMOFs and HOFs, XHOF represents another kind of
framework materials that has recently been synthesized in the three-
dimensional form from solution-based reactions47. Halogen atoms in

Fig. 1 | Schematic illustration of the on-surface strategy to construct artificial
electronic kagome lattices. a Hexagonal building blocks, with side lengths a and
b, self-assemble into halogen-hydrogen bonded organic frameworks (XHOFs) on
coinage metal (111) surfaces. The quantum destructive interference, as illustrated
by arrows, gives rise to flat bands, with real-space localization within the blue-

shadowed triangles. b Schematic drawing of the formation of artificial electronic
kagome bands by reshaping the dispersive Shockley surface state (SS) from the
patterning effect of the XHOF. The dispersive Shockley SS exhibits its minimum
(SSM) below the Fermi energy (EF), which is at around −100meV for the Ag(111)
surface and −450meV for the Au(111) surface, respectively.
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XHOFs work as connection nodes, similar to metal atoms in MOFs but
different from HOFs, where hydrogen bonds are directly formed
between organic molecules. Recent progress in on-surface synthesis
provides enormous possibilities for realizing the long-range order of
this type of 2D XHOFs based on versatile atomically precise nano-
carbon architectures and commonly existing halogen atoms48. To
achieve the sixfold symmetry of the XHOFs, the (111) surfaces of
coinage metals are adopted. Taking advantage of the flexibility of the
halogen–hydrogen bonds and tunability of the edge lengths (a and b)
and the periphery geometries of the organic building blocks, one can
easily tailor the absolute and relative values of hopping parameters,
changing the electronic regular kagome lattice (a = b) to the breathing
kagome lattice (a ≠ b), and even more complicated varieties, with
highly tunable FB energies.

The building blocks can either be small hexagonal organic mole-
cules, such as benzene, or larger carbon-based nanostructures syn-
thesized by on-surface reactions, which can simultaneously provide
the needed halogen atoms in the XHOFs if halogenated precursor
molecules are used. As a proof of concept, we first use benzene
molecules as the building block (Fig. 2a), which are deposited onto a
Ag(111) surface with preexisting Br atoms (see Methods). The STM
(Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 1) and nc-AFM images (Fig. 2c, d and
Supplementary Fig. 2) show that eachbenzenemolecule is surrounded

by six Br atoms and stabilized by twelve Br‧‧‧H bonds in the supra-
molecular assembly, namely, the benzene/Br/Ag(111) superlattice,
which is well reproduced by the DFT-simulated structural model
(Fig. 2e). By utilizing the well-developed on-surface synthesis
approach, we can atomically precisely grow various building blocks
that can effectively bond to the simultaneously generated halogen
atoms and self-assemble into XHOF superlattices. Consequential
annealing of 5,8-dibromopicene (DBP) molecules at 473 and 573K on
Ag(111) and Au(111) surfaces (Fig. 2f, k), respectively, results in quasi-
hexagonal organometallic trimers M-C66 (Fig. 2g and Supplementary
Fig. 1) and porous nanographenes C66 (Fig. 2l and Supplementary
Fig. 1). The bond-resolved nc-AFM images clearly reveal the chemical
bonding geometries ofM-C66 (Fig. 2h, i and Supplementary Fig. 2) and
C66 (Fig. 2m, n and Supplementary Fig. 2) and the Br‧‧‧H bond net-
works, as captured by the simulated structural models of the M-C66/
Br/Ag(111) (Fig. 2j) and C66/Br/Au(111) superlattices (Fig. 2o). Con-
sidering the relatively large electronegativity of the Br atom, its
brightness in the nc-AFM images is quite low, suggesting charge
transfer with the surrounding molecules.

The hexagonal XHOF superlattices (Fig. 2b, g, l) can effectively
pattern the surface potential landscapes with the formation of trian-
gular regions of the exposed metal surfaces, as depicted in Fig. 2e, j, o
by yellow/blue shadowing, which are defined by the surrounding Br
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Fig. 2 | Construction of XHOF superlattices. a, f, k Schematics of the on-surface
synthesis,b, g, l STM images, c,h,mnc-AFM images,d, i,n zoom-in nc-AFM images
with closer tips, and e, j,oDFT-relaxed structuralmodels of the benzene/Br/Ag(111)
superlattice (a–e), the M-C66/Br/Ag(111) superlattice (f–j), and the C66/Br/Au(111)
superlattice (k–o). STM imaging conditions: b Vs = 100mV, It = 200 pA;
gVs = −100mV, It = 1 nA; lVs = −800mV, It = 10 pA.All nc-AFM imageswereacquired
with a CO-functionalized tip, with tip heightsΔz = −10 (c),−20 (d), 30 (h),−5 (i),−20
(m), and −30pm (n), respectively, with respect to the setpoint condition

Vs = −0.8 V, It = 10pAonmolecules. Ind, i, andn, the Br‧‧‧Hbonds and thepositions
of Br atoms highlighted by the red dashed lines and the red circles/arrows, with the
raw images shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. In e, j, and o, the yellow and blue
shadowing indicate confined sites for surface electrons that form corresponding
kagome lattices, and the atoms are color-coded: gray or light cyan for Ag, dark for
C, pink for H, red for bromine, and gold for Au. Scale bars: b, c 1 nm; d 0.5 nm;
g, h 2 nm; i 1 nm; l, m 2 nm; n 1 nm.
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atoms and the molecular structures in the presence of Br‧‧‧H bond
networks. Following our design strategy, these XHOF superlattices
should give rise to different varieties of electronic kagome lattices. For
the case of the benzene/Br/Ag(111) superlattice, the sixfold symmetry
indicates a regular kagome lattice (Fig. 2e). In contrast, for the M-C66/
Br/Ag(111) superlattice, the threefold symmetry generates the breath-
ing kagome lattice (Fig. 2j), where the corner-sharing triangles have
different sizes andBr occupations, namely, the 4Br (α) and 1Br sites (β),
with a small tilting angle of approximately 7°. For the C66/Br/Au(111)
superlattice, the chiral breathing diatomic-kagome lattice can emerge
(Fig. 2o), with different triangle sizes, i.e., the 3Br (γ) and 4Br sites (α‘),
and the chirality induced by the tilting angle of approximately 30°
between the triangles.

Theoretical insight into the electronic kagome lattices
To further shed light onour strategy for the electronic kagome lattices,
we simulate the electrostatic potentials of the three superlattices
(Fig. 3a, c, e) using the DFT method based on the structural models
obtained in Fig. 2. The regions occupied by Br atoms or molecules
show negative charge accumulation, which is balanced by positive
charge accumulation in the exposed metal surfaces, suggesting con-
sistent electron transfer from substrates to adsorbents. Electronic
lattices formed by the confined 2D electron gases due to the presence
of XHOFs display the characteristic patterns of the kagome lattice
(Fig. 3a), the breathing kagome lattice (Fig. 3c), and the chiral
breathing diatomic-kagome lattice (Fig. 3e).

Considering our DFT calculations that include semi-infinite metal
surfaces with only four metal-atom layers, due to a computational
feasibility, cannot accurately describe the electronic structures of the
Shockley SSs49 and the confined states46 in the XHOF superlattices, we
calculate theband structures of the three electronic kagome lattices by
adopting the TB theory that involves the electron hopping strength
between atomic orbitals associated to lattice sites. The kagome lattice
with hopping constants t1 = t2 = 0.175 eV exhibits the characteristic
features of an FB through the Brillouin zone, van Hove singularities at

the M point, and the Dirac point at the K point, with energies of
approximately 1.05, 0.36/0.71, and 0.53 eV, respectively (Fig. 3b).
Introduction of different hopping constants with t1 = 0.175 eV and
t2 = 0.20 eV opens a gap at the Dirac point with a size of approximately
0.08 eV (Fig. 3d) in the breathing kagome lattice. For the chiral
breathing diatomic-kagome lattice, an additional constant is required
to describe the hopping between the triangles. By choosing
t1 = t2 = 0.50 eV and t3 = 0.60 eV, we obtain two FBs located at zero
energy (FB1) and 1.00 eV (FB2) and a gap at the Dirac point, showing
the characteristic four-band structure (Fig. 3f). The band structures are
independent on the tilting angles between triangles observed in the
experiment (Fig. 3d, f).

Regular and breathing kagome superlattices
The real-space localization of the electronic kagome lattices can be
probed by STSmeasurements. The dI/dV spectra in Fig. 4a acquired in
the benzene/Br/Ag(111) superlattice suggest a significant enhancement
of the local density of states (LDOS) at an energyof 1.46 eV,which show
comparable intensities measured at exposed surface between Br
atoms or benzene molecules (magenta) and on the Br atom (green),
but slightly weaker on the benzene molecule (blue) (Supplementary
Fig. 3). As a reference, the Shockley SS on the Ag(111) surface displays a
characteristic step-like feature in the dI/dV spectrum with the mini-
mum (SSM) at around −80meV. According to the DFT simulations
(Supplementary Fig. 4), the bandgap of the benzene molecule should
be around 5 eV, with the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) at −2.29 and
2.67 eV, respectively, which suggests that the observed intense peak at
1.46 eV shouldnot originate from theorbitals of thebenzenemolecule.
The dI/dVmap acquired at 1.35 eV, corresponding to the rising edge of
the observed peak to increase the contrast between different sites50

(Supplementary Fig. 3), displays the kagome lattice with enhanced
LDOSs at the exposed Ag surface (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 5),
which is consistent with the simulated electrostatic potential (Fig. 3a).
This observation indicates that the observed state results from the
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confined Shockley SS. In contrast, there is no contribution from the
confined Shockley SS (seen by the dim triangles) at a slightly lower
energy of 1.00 eV (Fig. 4b). Hence, the pronounced peak centered at
1.46 eV can be reasonably assigned to the kagome flat band from the
confined Shockley SS. It is noted that similar levels from the confined
Shockley SSs were observed before, but they were simply attributed to
their upward shifts43,45. We believe that themuch large energy shifts of
these states in our experiments should reveal the origin because of the
strong interaction in the kagome lattice. The observable peak intensity
on the benzene molecule results from the penetration of confined
electrons due to the small size of the benzene molecule. This may
reduce the confinement of the patterned surface states and broaden
the emerging kagome FB bandwidth, which can be improved by
adopting larger building blocks, as shown in the following. Never-
theless, this proof-of-concept result confirms the feasibility of our
design strategy.

The M-C66/Br/Ag(111) superlattice presents richer electronic
states in the dI/dV spectra (Fig. 4d and Supplementary Fig. 6). The
Ag(111) SSM is consistently observedover the superlattice, with slightly
different energies and shapes compared to those of the SSM on the
pristine surface, suggesting that the modification of the band bottom
of the dispersive Shockley SS is small in the presence of the XHOF. On
the M-C66, the HOMO and LUMO are found at −1.70 and 1.90 eV,
respectively, which are confirmed by the corresponding dI/dV maps
and simulated LDOS maps (Fig. 4e, f and Supplementary Fig. 7). Note
that, due to the relatively weak peak features in the dI/dV spectra, the
HOMO position of about −1.70 eV is assigned by comparing a serial of

dI/dV maps acquired at various negative biases, at which the more
pronounced molecular frontier orbitals on the M-C66 show up (Sup-
plementary Fig. 6). At the inequivalent 1Br and 4Br sites, we observe
two different peaks at 1.00 and 1.26 eV, respectively, within the
molecular HOMO–LUMO gap, suggesting the greatly enhanced effec-
tive masses of the confined Shockley surface states at these energies
due to the formation of kagomeflat bands. Consistently, thedI/dVmap
at 1.00 eV (FB) reveals the breathing kagome lattice (Fig. 4g), as
expected from our design model, where the LDOS intensities are
inverse to the local Br concentrations. Interestingly, the state at 1.26 eV
(FB’) displays a clear chiral feature (Fig. 4h), with spatial LDOS dis-
tributions almost reversed to those at 1.00 eV. This suggests that these
two states probably result from inversion symmetry breaking in theM-
C66/Br/Ag(111) superlattice. In addition, one can see that the FBs are
significantly suppressed at the central hole of the M-C66 structure,
where a strong LDOS enhancement is observed at approximately
2.50 eV (Fig. 4d, i). It can be safely assigned to the forth lowest unoc-
cupied molecular orbital (LUMO+3) of the M-C66, after compared
with the simulated spatial distributions of various molecular orbitals
(Supplementary Fig. 7).

Chiral breathing diatomic-kagome lattice
While possessing the same threefold symmetry as M-C66, the distinct
peripheral geometry of C66 changes the halogen−hydrogen bond
network that significantly modifies the surface electronic potential
landscape, leading to the chiral breathing diatomic-kagome lattice in
the C66/Br/Au(111) superlattice. This particular variety of the kagome
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a–c 1 nm; d–i 2 nm.
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latticepresents a distinct feature—comparedwith that of the regular or
breathing kagome lattices—that is, the emergence of two FBs (Fig. 3f),
whichalso offer the signature for the experimental confirmationof this
specific kagome lattice. By combining dI/dVmeasurements (Fig. 5a, b)
and DFT calculations (Supplementary Fig. 8) of the C66/Br/Au(111)
superlattice, we can assign the HOMO at −0.87 eV (Fig. 5c), LUMO at
1.85 eV (Fig. 5d), and LUMO+2 at 2.57 eV (Fig. 5g), which are also
consistent with our previous observations of the isolated C66
nanographenes51. Here, the dI/dV spectra are normalized by (dI/dV)/
(I/V) to suppress the strong intensity of the LUMO+2 orbital (Sup-
plementary Fig. 9). In addition, the energy upward shift of Au(111) SSM
from −0.45 eV to −0.27 eV in the C66/Br/Au(111) superlattice is also
more clearly displayed (Fig. 5a and Supplementary Fig. 9), which is in
line with the modified boundary conditions52–54. Typically, the HOMO
orbital (Fig. 5c) displays the chirality of the three-petal pinwheel-like
patterns at the inequivalent 3Br and 4Br sites. The LUMO+2 orbital
(Fig. 5g) is well localized at the central nanopore of C66, which forms a
quantum-dot-like superlattice in XHOF, similar to the LUMO+ 3 orbital
in the M-C66/Br/Ag(111) superlattice (Fig. 4i). In addition to the mole-
cular orbitals, we observe two peaks within the HOMO–LUMO gap at
approximately 0.50 and 1.20 eV. Figure 5e, f shows the dI/dV maps

acquired at 0.50 (FB1) and 1.20 eV (FB2), respectively, displaying the
same chiral breathing diatomic-kagome lattice. The observed distinct
FB1 and FB2 states (Supplementary Fig. 10) agree well with the two
predicted FBs in the TB band structure (Fig. 3f). Notably, the 1.20 eV
state (FB2) shows a small energy variation of approximately 0.10 eV
between the 3Br and 4Br sites (Fig. 5a) when compared with that of
0.26 eV between the 1Br and 4Br sites in the M-C66/Br/Ag(111) super-
lattice (Fig. 4d), suggesting that the local Br concentration difference
can effectively tune FB energies and break the inversion symmetry in
the artificial kagome lattices.

The emergence of electronic kagome lattices relies on two
recipes. One is the potential barriers induced by the molecular
nanostructures, whichmeans that the emerging kagome bands should
reside in the HOMO–LUMO gaps, in line with the experimental
observations (Figs. 3–5). The other is the charge transfer from metal
substrates to molecular structures in the XHOFs, which consistently
induces charge ordering, as exhibited by the calculated electrostatic
potentials (Fig. 3a, c, e). We further verify this critical phenomenon in
the C66/Br/Au(111) superlattice. The dI/dV spectra collected on C66
and at the interval between C66 within a small energy window
(±0.25 eV) show reversed LDOS intensities for the two sites below and

Fig. 5 | Electronic characterizations of the C66/Br/Au(111) superlattice.
a Normalized (dI/dV)/(I/V) spectra, b high-resolution STM image, and c–g dI/dV
maps obtained at energies of −0.87 (HOMO), 1.85 (LUMO), 0.50 (FB1), 1.20 (FB2),
and 2.57 eV (LUMO+ 2), respectively, as indicated in a. dI/dV measurement para-
meters: a Vs = −2.00V, It = 10 pA; c–g It = 10pA. STM imaging conditions:
b Vs = −120mV, It = 10pA. In a, the narrow region near EF (zero bias) is not shown,
due to some uncertain features induced during the normalization. Another set of
data recorded using a different tip is also shown in Supplementary Fig. 10 for
comparison, which gives the tip-independent features in the spectra andmaps that

are in good agreement with those in a–g. In c, d, and g, simulated LDOS maps
corresponding to the HOMO (−0.48 eV), LUMO (1.17 eV), and LUMO+ 2 (2.13 eV) of
the C66 nanographene, respectively, are superimposed at the bottom. h dI/dV
spectra with a narrow energy window acquired from the C66/Br/Au(111) super-
lattice. i, j dI/dV maps obtained at energies of −0.12 and 0.04 eV, respectively, as
indicated in h. dI/dV measurement parameters: h Vs = −2.00V, It = 10 pA;
i, j It = 10 pA. k Simulated electrostatic potential of the C66/Br/Au(111) superlattice
corresponding to the same area as i, j with the structural model superimposed at
the bottom. Scale bars: 2 nm.
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above an energy of approximately –0.09 eV, very close to EF (Fig. 5h).
Correspondingly, the dI/dV maps taken at energies of –0.12 (Fig. 5i)
and 0.04 eV (Fig. 5j) display the dominant LDOS intensities in the
interval regions between C66 and on C66, respectively. Thus, there is
an apparent out-of-phase feature between the occupied (Fig. 5i) and
unoccupied states (Fig. 5j) in real space, which is a signature of charge
order55. Their distribution patterns correspondingly resemble the
simulated positive and negative charge accumulation regions (Fig. 5k),
directly confirming our design strategy for the artificial kagome lat-
tices. A similar observation of the chargeorder in theM-C66/Br/Ag(111)
superlattice is presented in Supplementary Fig. 11. The presence of
charge orders in the XHOFsmay be suggestive of the correlation effect
near EF.

Edge states in the electronic kagome lattices
Gap opening in the electronic breathing kagome lattices suggests that
topologically protected edge or corner states may emerge in the
gaps15,18,40, different from the case of the semimetallic kagome lattice.
Figure 6a, e, i and Supplementary Fig. 12 show that all three XHOF
islands present enhanced LDOSs at the edges within the energy ranges
of the Dirac points or the gaps (Fig. 3). However, one should keep in
mind that there may be trivial states at the periphery of the XHOF

islands, while the topological edge states are located at the kagome
lattice edges14. By dI/dV mapping at energies of the edge states and
FBs, we can distinguish spatial distributions of the edge states and the
kagome lattices,whichhelps to unveil the origins of the observed edge
states. Figure 6b, d shows dI/dV maps taken at 0.80 and 1.50 eV,
respectively, in the benzene/Br/Ag(111) superlattice, which suggest
that the edge state is mainly contributed by the trivial states located at
the XHOF periphery, such as the hybridization states between edge Br
atoms and the Ag(111) surface. In line with this assignment, the TB
cluster model calculation shows relatively weak and uniform edge
states around the kagome lattice (Fig. 6c), which is similar to the
dangling-bond states16.

For the M-C66/Br/Ag(111) superlattice, there are two different
terminations of the breathing kagome lattice edges (Fig. 6f, h). One is
terminated with the bright large triangles, and the other is terminated
with the weak small triangles, while only the latter edge hosts the
topological in-gap states (Fig. 6g). Note that the bright triangles with
enhanced LDOSs in experiment suggest larger hopping t, corre-
sponding to the smaller triangles in the TB models. After carefully
comparing the two different edges in the experimental dI/dV map
(Fig. 6f), we indeed observe additional LDOSs at the edges with weak
small triangles (solid red rectangles) compared to those with bright

Fig. 6 | Edge states in theXHOF islands. a, e, i Experimental dI/dV spectra,b, f, jdI/
dV maps taken at energies of the corresponding edge states, c, g, k TB-simulated
LDOSmaps of the edge states, d, h, l experimental dI/dV (top) and simulated LDOS
(bottom)maps taken at energies of the corresponding bulk states for the benzene/
Br/Ag(111) superlattice (a–d), theM-C66/Br/Ag(111) superlattice (e–h), and the C66/
Br/Au(111) superlattice (i–l), respectively. In a, e, i, the blue shadowing marks the

edge states. The blue dotted lines in experimental images indicate the periphery of
XHOF islands. The complete electronic kagome lattices are also superimposed on
the corresponding maps. STM imaging conditions: a Vs = 1.50V, It = 500pA;
e Vs = −0.13 V, It = 50 pA; i Vs = −0.12 V, It = 10 pA. dI/dV measurement parameters:
a Vs = −2.00V, It = 700 pA; e Vs = 2.00V, It = 100pA; i Vs = −2.00V, It = 10 pA. Scale
bars: a, b, d 2 nm; e, f, h 4 nm; i, j, l 4 nm.
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large triangles (dashed red rectangles). Notably, at the top-left corner,
both the experimental and simulated results show enhanced LDOS
(black arrows in Fig. 6f, g), which may be assigned to the high-order
topological corner states in the breathing kagome lattice17,18,40. While
the presence of hybridization states scattered around the peripheries
of the superlattice islands (blue dotted lines in Fig. 6b, f) may disturb
the above assignments, the absence of hybridization states at the C66/
Br/Au(111) superlattice periphery provides undoubted evidence of the
presence of topological edge states in the chiral breathing diatomic-
kagome lattice (Fig. 6j−l). In line with these assignments and previous
theoretical predictions15,18,40, our TB calculations confirm the topolo-
gical edge states emerging in the gap regions of the breathing kagome
lattices (Supplementary Fig. 13). These results substantiate that the
artificial lattices emerging from the XHOFs on metal surfaces can
effectively simulate the electronic and topological properties of
complex quantum materials.

Discussion
The physical mechanism underlying our strategy for creating artifi-
cial electronic kagome lattices is similar to the artificial electronic
lattices patterned by CO molecules on metal surface via STM tip-
assisted manipulation35–40. Notably, while the STM manipulation
provides an ultimate control over the lattice topology, it has obvious
drawbacks, including being time-consuming, laborious, inefficient,
and lacking scalability. However, our approach could surpass those
drawbacks to generate variety of electronic kagome lattices with
huge complexity, such as the chiral breathing diatomic-kagome lat-
tice that was not realized before, and to achieve large domain sizes of
the kagome lattices for up to 100 nm ormore (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Another advantage of our strategy lies in the fact that our strategy
can be further seamlessly combined with the well-developed on-
surface chemistry. This offers the almost limitless tunability for the
symmetries and peripheral shapes of the organic building blocks in
the XHOFs, which enables tremendous varieties of the artificial
kagome lattices. These exciting aspects offer great opportunities for
simulating and exploring the electronic and topological properties of
complex quantum materials. The 2D XHOFs also open a door to
assemble the atomically precise on-surface synthesized nanos-
tructures for realizing not only collective properties but also prac-
tical multifunctionalities56–58, considering the porous structures that
can be periodically embedded with individual or trimerized metal
atoms and other functional groups59. We also need to admit that both
our strategy and the tip-assisted manipulation approaches suffer
from the broadening effect of the confined electronic states and the
possibly emerging kagome flat bands due to the surface-bulk scat-
tering of electrons that results in the limited coherent lifetime on the
metallic surface3,60, as observed in our experiment with finite peak
widths ranging from about 0.2–0.4 eV and in previous reports with
similar values40,46.

In summary, we have demonstrated a general strategy to realize
artificial electronic kagome lattices with diverse varieties, by utilizing
versatile XHOFs to pattern surface electronic potential landscapes on
coinage metal (111) substrates. Three proof-of-concept XHOF super-
lattices and the corresponding distinct electronic kagome lattices are
constructed, from the regular to breathing kagome lattices and the
chiral breathing diatomic-kagome lattice, with emerging topological
edge states and charge orders, which substantiate the reliability of our
design strategy. We envision that this strategy that combines on-
surface chemistry and in situ scanning probe microscopy can be used
to achieve various artificial electronic lattices, such as the Lieb
lattice38,39 and fractal lattices37, by varying the symmetries of the
building blocks and metal substrates. Therefore, our work provides a
general on-surface route to fabricating artificial lattices with designer
electronic and topological properties and with obvious advantages,
such as scale-up ability and atomic precision, which offer great

opportunities for exploring topological FB physics in complex quan-
tum phases of matter.

Methods
Sample preparation
The on-surface synthesis was performed under ultrahigh-vacuum
(UHV) conditions with a base pressure better than 5 × 10−11 mbar. The
Ag(111) and Au(111) substrates (MaTeck GmbH) were cleaned by
repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering (1.5 kV) and annealing (750 K). The
liquid benzenemolecules were deposited onto the brominated Ag(111)
surface held at 5 K through a leak valve into the UHV chamber at a
pressure of approximately 1 × 10−10 mbar for 10 s. The brominated
Ag(111) surface was prepared through Ullmann-like reactions of mul-
tiple Br-containing molecules on clean Ag(111) at approximately
423~473 K. The DBP molecules in a quartz crucible were thermally
evaporated at 394K onto clean Ag(111) and Au(111) substrates held at
room temperature51. The typical evaporation time was 1.5~3min at a
pressure of approximately 1.5 × 10−10 mbar. Then, the samples were
sequentially annealed at 473 and 573 K for approximately 30min on
Ag(111) and Au(111), respectively, to form triangular M-C66 and C66.

STM/STS and qPlus nc-AFM experiments
STM images and dI/dV maps were acquired with a low-temperature
scanning tunneling microscope (Scienta Omicron) operated at 5 K in
the constant-currentmode using a chemically etched andwell-cleaned
polycrystalline tungsten tip. Sample bias voltages were used with
respect to the tip. All the dI/dV spectra andmapswere obtainedusing a
lock-in amplifier with a modulation of 7mV at a frequency of 731Hz.
The qPlus AFM measurements were performed with a tungsten tip
placed on a qPlus tuning fork sensor61. The sensor was driven at its
resonance frequency (27,815Hz) with a constant amplitude of 60pm.
The tip was functionalized with a single CO molecule at the tip apex,
picked up from the CO predosed surface. The frequency shift Δf from
the resonance of the tuning fork was recorded in constant-height
mode using Specs Nanonis electronics.

Density functional theory calculations
The calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simula-
tion package62,63 (VASP) within the framework of density functional
theory (DFT). Plane waves with a cut-off energy of 500 eV were used
as the basis functions to solve the Kohn-Sham equations. The pro-
jector augmented wave (PAW) method64 was employed to describe
the interactions between ionic cores and valence electrons. The
exchange-correlation effects were described by the Perdew−Burke
−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional65, and the zero damping DFT-D3 method
of Grimme et al.66 was employed to describe van der Waals interac-
tions. The lattice parameters of bulk Ag and Au were calculated to be
4.140 and 4.155 Å, respectively, which were in good agreement with
experiments and previous calculations67. The slab models used to
simulate the Ag(111) and Au(111) substrates contained four atomic
layers plus a sufficiently thick vacuum space (12 Å for atomic
relaxation and 20Å for electronic structure analysis). During atomic
relaxation, the bottom two layers were kept frozen, while the coor-
dinates of all other atoms, including those of the adsorbates, were
relaxed until the maximum force was less than 0.03 eVÅ−1. In the
simulation of the Ag(111) substrate for the adsorption of the M-C66/
Br/Ag(111) superlattice, each atomic layer contained 57 Ag atoms
after rotating the supercell by 6.78 degrees, and the Brillouin zone
(BZ) was sampled using 2 × 2 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack grids68. In the
simulation of the Au(111) substrate for the adsorption of the C66/Br/
Au(111) superlattice, a 7 × 7 supercell was used, and BZ sampling was
carried out by using 2 × 2 × 1Monkhorst–Pack grids. In the simulation
of Ag(111) for the adsorption of the benzene/Br/Ag(111) superlattice, a
3 × 3 supercell was used, and BZ sampling was performed using
5 × 5 × 1 Monkhorst–Pack grids.
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Tight-binding calculations
We performed tight-binding (TB) calculations on clusters of the
kagome lattice, breathing kagome lattice and chiral breathing
diatomic-kagome lattice, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 13, where the
kagome lattice is a special case of the breathing lattice with uniform
hopping amplitudes. The TB Hamiltonian on the kagome lattice is69

H = � t1
X

i,jh ic
y
i cj ð1Þ

On the breathing kagome lattice, the Hamiltonian is written as17

H =�t1
Xintra�cell

i,jh i cyi cj � t2
Xinter�cell

i,jh i cyi cj ð2Þ

while on the chiral breathing diatomic-kagome lattice, the
Hamiltonian reads

H = � t1
Xlarge�triangle

i,jh i cyi cj � t2
Xinter�triangle

i,jh i cyi cj � t3
Xsmall�triangle

i,jh i cyi cj

ð3Þ

where cyi (ci) is the creation (annihilation) operator at lattice site i.
Parameters t1,t2,t3 represent the hopping amplitudes (Supplementary
Fig. 13). In the kagome lattice model, we set t1 = 0:175 eV. In the
breathing kagome latticemodel, we set t1 = 0:175 eV and t2 = 0:2 eV. In
the chiral breathing diatomic-kagome lattice model, we set
t1 = t2 =0:5 eV and t3 =0:6 eV.

To obtain the band structure of the kagome lattice, it is necessary
to consider the periodic structure of the system. In the following nota-
tion, we use Latin letters to denote atomic orbitals in the primitive cell,
while (,) denotes the Cartesian coordinates of 2D Bravais lattice points.

The Bloch eigenstate ψnk with band index n at momentum k is
given by:

ψnk rð Þ=
X

α
Cnk
α χkαðrÞ ð4Þ

where χkα is the Bloch sum of the αth atomic orbital φRαðrÞ at Rth cell:

χkα rð Þ= 1ffiffiffiffi
N

p
X

R
eik�RφRα rð Þ ð5Þ

HereN denotes the number of unit cells. The combination coefficients
Cnk
α are determined by solving the eigenvalue equation of the Hamil-

tonian

H ψnki= Enk

�� ��ψnki ð6Þ

under the basis formedby χkα . This is equivalent to solve the eigenvalue
problem of the Bloch Hamiltonian matrix HðkÞ whose elements are
given by

Hαβ kð Þ= hχkα Hj jχkβi ð7Þ

Next, we present the Hamiltonian matrices corresponding to the
three types of lattices. We denote by ϵ the onsite potential. For the
kagome lattice and breathing kagome lattice, choose lattice vectors as
a1 = ð1,0Þ, a2 = ð12 ,

ffiffi
3

p
2 Þ and the reciprocal lattice vectors as

b1 = ð2π,� 2πffiffi
3

p Þ,b2 = ð0, 4πffiffi3p Þ. The corresponding matrix representation
of the Hamiltonian is:

H kð Þ=
ϵ �t1 � t2e

ik�ða2�a1Þ �t1 � t2e
ik�a2

�t1 � t2e
�ik�ða2�a1Þ ϵ �t1 � t2e

ik�a1

�t1 � t2e
�ik�a2 �t1 � t2e

�ik�a1 ϵ

2

64

3

75 ð8Þ

In the case of the kagome lattice, t1 = t2.

For the chiral breathing diatomic-kagome lattice, choose lattice
vectors as a1 = 1,0ð Þ,a2 = ð� 1

2 ,
ffiffi
3

p
2 Þ and the reciprocal lattice vectors as

b1 = ð2π, 2πffiffi3p Þ,b2 = ð0, 4πffiffi3p Þ. The corresponding matrix representation of
the Hamiltonian is:

H kð Þ=

ϵ �t1 �t1
�t1 ϵ �t1
�t1 �t1 ϵ

0 �t2e
ik�a2 0

0 0 �t2e
�ik�a1

�t2 0 0
0 0 �t2

�t2e
�ik�a2 0 0

0 �t2e
ik�a1 0

ϵ �t3 �t3
�t3 ϵ �t3
�t3 �t3 ϵ

2
666666664

3
777777775

ð9Þ

For comparison with the STM results, we computed the local
density of states (LDOS) for these TB models on clusters in Supple-
mentary Fig. 13. Notably, the bright triangles with enhanced LDOSs in
dI/dV maps correspond to the small triangles with larger t in the TB
simulations. The LDOS is evaluated by the formula37

LDOS E, ið Þ=
X

n
ψn ið Þ
�� ��2δ E � En

� � ð10Þ

where i labels a lattice site of the cluster, and the variable E represents
the energy. En and ψn are the eigenenergies and eigenstates of the TB
Hamiltonian on the cluster, respectively. The δ-function is approxi-
mated by the Lorentzian with a broadening of 0.1 eV.

Data availability
All data needed to support the conclusions in the study are available
within the article and/or the supplementary files. Data underlying
Figs. 2–6 and Supplementary Figs. 1–13 are provided in the source data
file with this paper. Source data are provided in this paper. Source data
are provided with this paper.
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